Abstract Music frequently occurs as an important reinforcing and meaning-creating element in multimodal human experiences. This way, cross-modal connotative associations are established, which are actively exploited in professional multimedia productions. A lay user who wants to use music in a similar way may have a result in mind, but may lack the right musical vocabulary to express the corresponding information need. However, if the connotative associations between music and visual narrative are strong enough, characterizations of music in terms of a narrative multimedia context can be envisioned. In this article, we present the outcomes of a user study considering this problem. Through a survey for which respondents were recruited via crowdsourcing methods, we solicited descriptions of cinematic situations for which fragments of royalty-free production music would be suitable soundtracks. As we will show, these descriptions can reliably be recognized by other respondents as belonging to the music fragments that triggered them. We do not fix any description vocabulary beforehand, but rather give respondents a lot of freedom to express their associations. From these free descriptions, common narrative elements emerge that can be generalized in terms of event structure. The insights gained this way can be used to inform new conceptual foundations for supervised methods, and to provide new perspectives on meaningful and multimedia contextaware querying, retrieval and analysis.
Introduction
Music is used in different ways. Besides serving active listening purposes, it can function as background entertainment alongside everyday human activities. Next to this, it also frequently occurs as an important reinforcing and meaningcreating element in multimodal human experiences. Many social occasions, ranging from parties to more ceremonial events such as weddings and funerals, would not be the same without music. In many digital audiovisual productions, music plays an essential role as well, being exploited for setting the atmosphere of a visual scene, characterizing key characters in a scene, implying situations that are not directly visible to the audience, and much more.
In the present-day Web era, creating and sharing such productions is no longer the exclusive privilege of professional creators, as can be seen from the continuously rising usage numbers of video sharing sites such as YouTube 1 . Everyday users are increasingly interested in capturing personally significant situations they encounter on the go, and in sharing these with a world-wide audience. Especially if the captured video material would be of low quality, a fitting music soundtrack can greatly impact and clarify the video's significance (see Fig. 1 for an example).
Connotative associations in multimedia contexts
In both the cases of enriching real-life social occasions, as well as influencing the message of a digital audiovisual production, music will not be considered in the form of isolated songs. Instead, it is placed in a context that is not necessarily musical itself. The context may be time-dependent, and is composed of multimodal information: information which is relevant to different parts of the human sensory system. When music is placed in this context, a situation arises in which a combination of information in different modalities and formats provides added value in comparison to the original context. In other words, music will now be part of a multimedia context.
The added value that music provides to a context can work in a cross-modal way, in which information relevant to one part of the human system, such as the auditory channel, influences the perception of information relevant to another part of this system, such as the visual channel. In terms of meaning and significance, under these circumstances, music can have influence outside its own domain. As soon as this becomes conventional, a non-musical context may directly get associated with specific types or properties of music, and vice versa. For example, a bugle call typically has grown to evoke militaristic images, while a lullaby rather evokes images of infants. This way, outside of denotative meaning dealing with purely musical properties, music also gets a referential connotative meaning layer [29] .
Indeed, in multimedia productions, cross-modal connotative effects and associations are heavily exploited. Since the early years of the moving picture, multimedia professionals have been trained to analyze the techniques to achieve this [17, 26] , and to actively exploit these themselves when creating their own productions [20, 34] .
Due to exposure in daily life and mass media, nonprofessional lay users may be capable of recognizing prototypical associations between music and contextual information in other modalities as well. While it is unrealistic to assume that these users are capable of describing their musical information needs for a desired non-musical context in terms of musical or signal characteristics, it is likely that they can indicate high-level characteristics of the envisioned multimedia result. In fact, since low-level signal properties cannot cover all aspects of meaningful associations, and since the optimal musical match will differ per case, it would even be more realistic to describe an information need in terms of the envisioned multimedia result, rather than in terms of purely musical characteristics. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2: based on low-level timbral feature properties, it would be hard to distinguish between the three displayed songs (e.g., they all contain trumpets and percussion). However, the associations triggered by the songs are very different. The narrative context of the user query influences the relevance of these associations. For example, 'Duel of the Fates' would be the most appropriate match if the user envisions an epic battle scene. On the other hand, if the user would wish to show the rivalry between his pets in a funny or ironic way, the Wedding March could actually become a more suitable match.
Contributions and outline
In this article, we take a novel approach to multimedia context-oriented annotation. Focusing on production use cases, we investigate the feasibility of characterizing music via high-level descriptions of its context and intended use (envisioned multimedia results that fit to it) rather than in terms of modality-specific content (musical feature descriptors). We do not assume the annotation vocabulary to be known beforehand. Instead, we solicit free-form text responses for our survey, giving full control over the annotation vocabulary and its typical usage to the survey respondents, and inferring the characteristics of the vocabulary and its usage only after the responses are received.
The results of our work push the music and multimedia information retrieval fields forward in two ways: -As we show, contextual multimedia scene descriptions can reliably be matched to the music fragments that triggered them. This opens entirely new perspectives on cross-modal connotative annotation and querying strategies. -The conceptual levels at which descriptions are generalizable, as well as the self-reported reasons for giving the descriptions, provide insights into criteria that caused cross-modal connotative associations to emerge. These can inform the design and realization of supervised automated methods and ground truth at the multimedia signal data level, such that practical systems can be realized that take these associations into account.
This article is structured as follows. We start with giving an overview of related work in Sect. 2. We then present our Fig. 2 An example of potential connotative meaning-formation in the intended multimedia production use case. We have a user video and three potential soundtrack candidates, for which several possible meaning associations are indicated with dashed lines. Due to these associations, the choice of soundtrack will influence a user's interpretation of the resulting multimedia scene experimental setup in Sect. 3. We proceed by describing statistics related to the crowdsourcing mechanisms in Sect. 4. Section 5 analyzes the results of a task testing the recognizability of correspondences between multimedia descriptions and the music fragments that triggered them. Section 6 focuses on the analysis of the obtained free-form text survey responses, investigating which narrative elements emerge and at which conceptual levels descriptions are generalizable. Finally, Sect. 7 provides a conclusion and outlook to followup opportunities to our findings in the music and multimedia information retrieval fields.
Related work
Our work in this article is an exploratory user study. In the music information retrieval (Music-IR) domain, the importance of user-centered versus system-centered approaches has attracted attention for several years [9, 24] , although actual adoption of user-centered approaches still is rare. Recent overviews on the types of user studies that have been conducted in the field and their impact can be found in Weigl and Guastavino [44] and Lee and Cunningham [23] . Most of the few existing Music-IR user studies have been focused on information needs, search strategies, and query analysis topics (e.g., [8, 10, 22] ). In our case, while our work ultimately relates to search and retrieval, we will first and foremost consider a scenario of data description.
In terms of the domain under study, the work of Inskip et al. [14, 15] , dealing with discourse in search and usage of pre-existing commercial music, is close. However, this work has been focusing on professional stakeholders only and was more oriented towards identifying typical language usage in decision-making and the production pipeline.
Looking at previous data description work, well-known human-tagged Music-IR datasets such as CAL500 [40] and MagnaTagATune [21] strongly focused at having the tag annotations satisfying inter-annotator agreement criteria, but did not explicitly analyze user motivations behind the resulting annotations. Only very recently, work by Lee et al. [24] appeared in which the rationale behind assigned musical mood labels was investigated more deeply. In all these cases, music is treated as an isolated information source, not exceeding the earlier-mentioned idea of pleasant background diversion accompanying everyday human activities.
The notion of music in context has been emergent in recent years. Schedl and Knees [35] mention cultural context information, but this context information (such as web pages on performing artists) once again remains largely oriented towards the idea of music in an isolated or accompaniment function. Kaminskas and Ricci [18] give an overview of work in different categories of music context, including multimedia. These approaches are strongly data-driven, while deeper insights into the underlying mechanisms establishing context would be desirable.
Recent work considering cross-modal relations between music and contextual, external information includes Refs. [4, 11, 19, 25, 38] . These either fix the cross-modal association domain to be purely affective, or directly match signal features in different modalities to each other. In our work, we will adopt the view from Refs. [19, 38] on cinema as prototypical multimedia form. However, we want to look beyond pure signals and fixed domains, at semiotics rather than semantics, and connotation rather than denotation. Ideas on semiotic hypermedia and multimedia have been pioneered in [6, 30] . A recent rare work on connotation was done by Benini et al. [3] , in which annotations in a connotative space was shown to produce higher user agreement than emotional label tagging.
Semiotic aspects have been a topic of interest in the field of musicology for several decades, one of the first pioneers being Nattiez [31] . While Nattiez argues that music lacks the communicative power to picture concrete events, it still is capable of suggesting general outlines of these events. In an experiment very similar to the way we will set up our description survey, Nattiez played a piece of classical symphonic program music to secondary school students, asking them to describe the story the piece was telling. While the original program of the piece did not appear, certain categories of stories clearly occurred more frequently than others. In addition, the study showed that not all elements of formal musical structure were being connected to stories, and that less relevant events in relation to the musical argumentation (e.g., a final chord) are nonetheless being picked up as relevant to the story descriptions.
An interesting aspect of present-day musicological thought is that it has shifted away from absolutist, positivist views (assuming an objective truth 'in the music data') towards subjective, contextual, and culturally specific aspects of music [7] , up to the point that 'the music itself' is nowadays even considered a taboo concept [45] . Because of this view, musicology has strongly been studying contextual topics in which music plays a more significant role than mere accompaniment. Film music and mass media studies also have been a long-time interest in the field. A very useful categorization of film music functions has been made by Lissa [26] , mentioning that music in film can be used to indicate movement, stylize real sounds, represent space, represent time, communicate meaning through deformation of sound, provide a commentary external to the narrative, serve as music within the narrative, indicate psychology of actors, provide a source of empathy, function as a symbol, anticipate action, and serve as a formal unifying factor.
Influenced by Lissa, Tagg [39] proposed a sign typology for music involving sonic, kinetic, and tactile anaphones (sounds that were metaphorical for sonic, kinetic, and tactile sensory qualities), genre synecdoche, in which a small glimpse of an exotic genre will evoke the full exotic context, episodic markers announcing musical episode transitions, and style indicators. In [39] , Tagg and Clarida also report findings from a decade-long study, in which association responses to ten different well-known theme and title songs were collected and categorized. Major differences with our approach are that immediate, very short associations were sought (respondents only had a few seconds to write these down) while we solicit more elaborate user input.
Following our vision of free-form text descriptions of multimedia productions, the results will be text descriptions of visual narratives, needing to be analyzed in terms of narrative structure [1, 2, 5] . In our analyses, we will adopt a simple, pretheoretical, and widely-accepted dictionary definition of a narrative as "a spoken or written account of connected events; a story" [36] . This definition motivates us to take events as basic building blocks of a narrative, and turn to event theory for a basic typology of events as they are most naturally conceptualized in human semantic systems. More specifically, we will build upon the work of Vendler [42] regarding the structure of events in terms of classes of verbs. Four classes are differentiated on the basis of temporal structure: states have no internal structure, activities involve internal change but no endpoint, achievements involve an instantaneous culmination or endpoint and accomplishments involve a build up period, and then a culmination. Collectively these classes are referred to as event classes. A basic distinction can be made between culminating events (achievements and accomplishments) and non-culminating events (states and processes).
Our chosen methodology for soliciting user responses is that of crowdsourcing, an approach which is currently emerging in the Music-IR field, a.o. in [24, 27, 41] . In multimedia information retrieval, previous crowdsourcing work typically focuses on collecting annotations describing the explicitly depicted content of multimedia. For example, Nowak and Rüger [32] employ crowdsourcing to collect information about images and focus on labels for visual concepts. Such a task targets collecting 'objective' annotations, which can be considered correct or incorrect, independent of the personal view of the annotator. In contrast, in this work we use crowdsourcing to carry out a highly open-ended and creative task for which no independent gold standard can be considered to exist. In this way, we take a step beyond the work of Soleymani and Larson [37] , in which larger tasks than microtasks were already experimented with and reported on, and Vliegendhart et al. [43] , in which crowdsourcing tasks requiring a high imaginative load were supported. Because we are interested in eliciting associations made by humans, our use of crowdsourcing also shares commonalities with its use for behavioral studies, as discussed by Mason and Suri [28] .
Experimental setup

Infrastructure: Amazon Mechanical Turk
The user studies presented in this article were conducted using the infrastructure of the Amazon Mechanical Turk 2 (AMT) crowdsourcing platform. AMT is an online work marketplace on which requesters can post Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), which can be taken up by workers. Each HIT typically is a microtask, soliciting a small amount of human effort in order to be solved, and yielding a small amount of payment to a worker who successfully completes it. Our choice for this platform is a.o. supported by findings in previous work by Paolacci et al. [33] , in which experiments in the area of human judgment and decision-making were performed both on AMT and using traditional pools of subjects, and no difference in the magnitude of the effects was observed.
A requester designs a HIT template and separately specifies the input data to be used with this. Furthermore, for one HIT, a requester can release multiple assignments, requiring that multiple different workers carry out the same task on the same input data. HITs are typically released in batches, grouping the assignments of multiple HITs with the same template. This way, upon completing a HIT, a worker can easily proceed to taking up another HIT of the same type, but with other input data. All completed work has to be reviewed by the requester and approved.
If a worker did not complete a task in a satisfactory way, the requester may reject the work and repost the task. A requester can limit the access to HITs by imposing requirements on the worker's status. Besides requirements based on general worker properties, such as a worker's approval rate on earlier tasks of the requester, a requester can also manage the access to HITs by soliciting and handing out custom qualifications to workers.
In the following two subsections, we will present the core of a description survey and a subsequent music ranking task on which the work in this article is based. After this, we proceed by describing the data that were used for our experiments, and specifying our task runs in more detail.
Cinematic scene description survey
As the basis for the work reported in this article, a HIT template was designed for a survey. With the survey, we wanted to identify suitability criteria for connections between music and narrative videos, described in spontaneous, rich, and intuitive ways. Therefore, we asked survey respondents to describe an idealized cinematic situation, for which a given music fragment would fit as a soundtrack. The choice for the cinema genre was made, since cinematic scenes are considered to be a prototypical case in which music soundtracks and visual scenes are connected and jointly create new connotative meaning. Besides, cinematic scenes are works of fiction, and thus allow for unlimited creative freedom in their conception. In order to help respondents in elaborating on their ideas, and facilitate later analysis, the solicited description was broken down into separate free-form text questions related to the scene, its characters, and its setting. The full breakdown of all questions of the survey, together with the examples and instructions that accompanied them, are shown in Fig. 3 . While our description survey has similarities to the earlier cited work of Nattiez [31] , the types of solicited descriptions differ fundamentally. In the case of Nattiez, the solicited description can be considered a direct visualization or explanation of the music. In our case, we assume the opposite case: the music explains the described cinematic situation. In terms of a causal relationship, the description is the cause and the music the effect, which is common practice in the musical scoring of cinematic productions [34] .
Music ranking task
Ultimately, we want to place the work of this article in a multimedia Music-IR context. Because of this, it is important to not just solicit descriptions for music fragments, but also verify if music fragments can be realistically recognized and retrieved based on the same type of descriptions. To this end, next to the previously described survey, we designed a HIT in which a cinematic scene description that had been previously supplied would be given to a worker. The worker would then be asked to rank and rate three given music fragments according to their fit to the given description. A screenshot of part of the corresponding HIT template is given in Fig. 4 .
The description was presented in the original breakdown form as presented in the previous subsection, e.g., separating key character and location descriptions from overall scene descriptions. We only omitted the field in which the original describer explained why he chose the particular scene that was described.
After the given cinematic description, the worker was provided with three music fragments. These fragments were a randomly ordered triplet, out of which one song was the music fragment that had originally triggered the description (from now on indicated as the 'stimulus fragment'). The other two fragments were randomly chosen without replacement from a large royalty-free production music database, which will be described in more detail in Sect. 3.4. The task of the worker was to rank the three fragments according to their fit to the given description. This was done both through explicit indication of the rank positions, as well as through ratings of the perceived fit of each fragment on a 5-point scale. Finally, the worker had to give an explanation for the given ratings. The input has some redundancy: from the 5-point ratings, a ranking can be devised already. However, this redundancy was conscious and served to ensure answer robustness.
Data
A music dataset was created with 1,086 songs from three royalty-free production music websites 3 . Royalty-free music has the advantage of being legally playable on the Web and reusable; production music has the advantage of having explicitly been written to be used in multimedia contexts.
To prevent listener fatigue, we only consider dataset items with durations between 30 s and 5 min for our task runs. We chose not to further standardize the fragments lengths, since this would require alterations modifying the original musical discourse. The exact number of songs used differed per task, and will be explained in the following subsection.
Task run specifications
With the tasks described in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3 as basis, we performed several batches of experimental runs: (1) an initial description survey run, (2) a description HIT run yielding qualifications for follow-up HITS, (3) a follow-up description HIT run, and (4) a follow-up music ranking HIT run.
Initial survey run
The first released version of our description survey was more extensive than our outline of Sect. 3.2: apart from a description of a cinematic situation, respondents also had to describe a real-life situation they once experienced to which the music fragment would fit. Furthermore, basic demographic information was asked [gender, age, country, level of (music) education and frequencies of listening to music, watching web videos, and watching movies]. Finally, since the solicited real-life situation description could be privacysensitive, respondents had to explicitly permit the reuse and quoting of their responses.
As the survey was expected to require a much longer completion time (over 15 min) than a regular AMT HIT, we, at first, were concerned about releasing it as such, and instead put up a HIT batch in the AMT Sandbox environment. This would allow us to benefit from the AMT infrastructure, but to handle the recruitment of respondents ourselves. A call for survey participation was disseminated intensively: through a snowball procedure, professional and personal contacts were written and asked to propagate the message by forwarding the message to their own (inter)national professional and personal contacts. Next to this, paper flyers and announcements were distributed on-campus in The Netherlands, and announcements were placed on six different web forum communities in which role-playing was strongly featured. Through this, a large and demographically diverse audience was quickly reached.
While our dissemination strategy reached hundreds of people, the actual uptake was not as large as we expected. Multiple contacts forwarded our call, but did not feel obliged or eligible to complete a survey themselves. In addition, unfamiliarity with the AMT platform made several potential respondents reluctant to set up a login account. Upon receiving this feedback, we offered interested people the possibility of using a lab-created account which would be fully independent of their personal information.
For the task, we put up surveys for 200 music fragments meeting the specifications given in Sect. 3.4, with three assignments per fragment. After 20 days, 65 completed surveys had been received, from respondents from 13 different countries, on 57 unique music fragments 4 . We had reuse permission of input for 55 of these fragments.
Judging from the responses, respondents found it very hard to envision and describe real-life situation descriptions, but rarely had problems to do this for cinematic scenes. For this reason, in follow-up runs of the survey we did not focus on the real-life situation anymore.
Qualification run
Following the experiences above, we moved to the regular AMT platform after all. At first, we piloted a HIT following the specifications of Sect. 3.2; in addition, the same demographic information as described in Sect. 3.5.1 was asked. Any worker with a HIT Approval rate of at least 0.9 could perform the task. The reward for successfully completed HITs was $0.09.
We first piloted a HIT task for one song ('Exciting Trailer' by Kevin MacLeod, which was not used in the initial survey), intended to run continuously for several days to harvest as many responses as possible. Therefore, 150 assignments were released for the HIT. Within a few days, it became clear the uptake was much larger than in the case of our initial survey run (more information on this will follow in Sect. 4). Several workers indicated that they had not seen a task like ours before on AMT, but despite the longer required working time and the creative load of the task they indicated to enjoy doing the task. Following this enthusiastic response, we released similar HITs for two more songs that were not used in our initial survey: 'Mer Bleue Boogie' by Derek R. Audette and 'Origo Vitae' by Dan-O. Once again, these had 150 assignments each, and were intended as opportunities for harvesting many responses for the same song.
Any completed HIT for which the free-form text responses were at a sufficient level of English, and for which there were indications that the music fragment had a relation to the given scene description (as opposed to answers in which workers just described their favorite actors or movie scenes), would grant the corresponding worker a qualification for a followup HIT batch: either another description batch as detailed in Sect. 3.5.3, or a batch of the ranking task detailed in Sect. 3.5.4.
In total, qualifications were granted to 158 workers. Upon earning a qualification, a worker was e-mailed with a notification. Workers were distributed over batches such that the demographics distributions in all batches would be similar. Qualifications were granted such that a worker would not be able to work on more than one batch at the same time. If the batch to which a worker was assigned finished without the worker having worked on it, he was reassigned to another open batch and notified.
Description task
The qualification-requiring description HIT followed Sect. 3.2 and Fig. 3 exactly. Workers received $0.19 per succesfully completed HIT. Input data consisted of the 55 fragments which were described in our initial survey run, and for which reuse and quoting permission have been granted. Due to a technical issue, the results for one music fragment had to be invalidated after finalization of the batch, causing 54 remaining music fragments to be considered in our further analysis in Sect. 6. Per HIT, three assignments were released. However, some songs would ultimately get four different descriptions out of this HIT, due to the re-release of a small number of assignments to a motivated worker who had an audio player incompatibility problem.
Ranking task
The music ranking HITs exactly followed the specification given in Sect.
In comparison to the original survey answers, a few minor clean-up changes were made. First, answers that had been given in Dutch (which was allowed for our initial survey, for which recruiting started in The Netherlands) were translated to English. Second, basic spelling correction was performed on the answers. Finally, we removed concrete music timestamp references from descriptions ("The beginning (0-33 s): Big overview shots of the protagonist"), to avoid the HIT becoming a timestamp matching task.
The two other fragments to offer with the stimulus fragment were randomly chosen without replacement from our production music database, only considering fragments with a duration between 30 s and 5 min that had not been used already in our other HIT batches. We released this HIT in three separate batches, each requiring a different qualification to keep the worker pools mutually exclusive, with three assignments per HIT. This choice for multiple batches had two reasons: first, having multiple isolated batches ensures a larger minimum number of required workers (in this case, it meant that 3 × 3 workers were needed per provided description). Second, since we generated different triplets for each batch, a stimulus fragment would ultimately be compared against 3 × 2 = 6 random fragments.
Crowdsourcing statistics
General crowdsourcing statistics for all previously described task runs are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . As can be seen in these tables, for almost every task run a few HITs were rejected. For our description tasks (initial survey, qualification task, and qualification-requiring description task), we rejected assignments with blank or nonsense responses in the free-form text fields. For the music ranking batches, we rejected assignments with blank or nonsense motivations for the chosen ranks and ratings. In all cases, rejected assignments were republished for other workers to complete.
For the batches run on the formal AMT platform, only three workers (two in Batch A of the ranking task and one in the description task) were found to challenge the system by consistently copying over a few uninformative answers as assignment responses. In other cases, rejections involved incomplete responses that largely appeared to have resulted from unintentional human error, since the workers causing them typically performed well on other assignments. It is striking to note that the largest absolute number of rejected assignments occurred in our initial survey run. As it turned out, these assignments were performed by a small number of respondents who did not grasp the importance of providing a complete response, leaving all free-form text questions blank because they found them too hard to answer. Selective worker behavior regarding input data can be noted in Table 1 in the number of approved assignments. Out of the three possible qualification music fragments, 'Exciting Trailer' received more than twice as many responses as the other two fragments. This cannot be fully explained by the longer running time of the fragment's HIT, and may have been due to a general preference for this fragment.
From Table 2 , insight can be obtained in the return rate of qualified workers. As can be seen, while many workers indicated they very much liked their qualification HIT, this did not guarantee that they also returned to do more tasks. Our found percentages of qualified workers that returned to perform more HITs are consistent with earlier reported results in [37] and underline the need to accommodate for a substantially larger pool of potential workers, if a certain minimum worker pool size should be met in order for a HIT batch to complete successfully.
Finally, information on effort distribution within batches is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 . For all tasks performed on the regular AMT platform, it can be noted that most of the work is performed by a relatively small amount of motivated workers. This effect is the strongest for the music ranking batches, which all had three highly active workers performing the majority of available assignment tasks (although no single worker managed to perform HITs for all the data in the batch). The qualification-requiring description task required longer completion times and more personal, creative input, which makes it harder for a worker to build up an efficient routine for this task. Indeed, the effort distribution curve for this task as shown in Fig. 5 is much smoother than in the case of the music ranking batches shown in Fig. 6 .
Music ranking task results
In order to test the recognizability of stimulus fragments given a cinematic description, our analysis will address two questions:
1. To what extent are the provided rankings and ratings consistent across workers? 2. Is the perceived fit to the description larger for the stimulus fragment in comparison to random fragments?
Rating consistency
As a measure for inter-rater consistency in case of more than two raters per item, the Fleiss kappa [12] is frequently employed (in the Music-IR field this was, e.g., done in [16] ). However, to give a statistically valid result, the measure assumes that different items are rated by different sets of raters. For the AMT crowdsourcing setup, this assumption will not hold, since one worker may work on as many assignments as the number of HITs, thus causing large and unpredictable variation in the rater distribution over different items. This variation also makes it difficult to reasonably normalize 5-point scale rating scores per worker to prevent polarization biases. In our analysis, we therefore will treat the given ratings not only as absolute numbers, but also as indicators of relative orderings. In order to get a measure of rating consistency, we chose to take a similar approach to Urbano et al. [41] , in which crowdsourced worker inter-agreement was measured based on preference judgments for melody similarity. In preference judgments HITs, a worker was provided with a melody and two variations. The worker then had to indicate which of the two variations was more similar to the given melody. If n workers are assigned per HIT, n 2 worker pairs can be chosen out of this worker pool.
For each pair, an agreement score was computed. If both workers prefer the same item, two points are added to an agreement score. If one of the workers indicated that both variations were equally (dis)similar to the melody, one point is added to an agreement score. If the workers prefer different items, the agreement score is not increased. The agreement scores for all individual HITs are summed, and divided by the maximum obtainable score of n 2 × 2 × # HITs. In our case, for every assignment in every HIT we converted the three fragment ratings of a worker into an analoguous form, by transforming them into 3 2 pairs of orderings. For example, if three fragment ratings are [5; 2; 3], we now encode them as [5 > 2; 5 > 3; 2 < 3], reflecting their relative ordering rather than absolute rating values, which from a retrieval perspective is reasonable. These are then turned into agreement scores by comparing how pairs of workers judged the relative ordering, in the same way as described above.
Out of the 3 batches × 54 fragments × 3 assignments × 3 ratings per assignment = 1,458 ratings in total, 15 ratings were missing in our data. Out of these, for 12 missing ratings (0.82 % of the total), the workers had given sufficient information via other input fields to clarify their view on the fragments, showing the benefit of our redundancy mechanisms. In three cases (0.21 %), a rating was missing due to an audio loading issue.
Since our chosen technique to compute agreement scores does not allow for such missing values, we applied a data imputation procedure before performing the computation. If the unrated fragment was indicated as the best fit, it got the rating score of the second ranked item, regardless if the worker indicated the first item to be a much better fit. Similarly, if the unrated fragment was indicated as the second best fit, it got the rating score of the worst ranked item. If the unrated fragment was indicated as the worst fit, it got the rating score of the second ranked item, regardless if the worker indicated the worst item to be much worse than the second ranked item. In case there was an audio problem, the rating for the corresponding item would be −1, causing the item to automatically be ranked last. This is a conservative approach, such that the results obtained on data to which this policy is applied can be considered to be lower bounds to the actual results. The agreement scores obtained for the three batches are given in the first column of Table 3 . As can be seen, the scores indicate high agreement between the workers regarding the ordering of fragments. 
Stimulus fragment versus random fragments
The agreement measure across rating orderings gives only an indication of intra-rater ranking ordering behavior. In order to verify whether the stimulus fragment actually is being ranked higher than the random fragments it occurs with, we consider the frequencies of rank occurrences for the stimulus fragment. As shown in Table 3 , in a large majority of cases, the stimulus fragment is indeed ranked first for all three batches. Looking across batches at the nine rankings that are available for each song, there always are at least three workers considering the stimulus fragment as the best fitting fragment to a description. Finally, to still consider the absolute rating numbers across batches, boxplots for the ratings of the provided music triplets in all three batches are shown in Fig. 7 . These are provided per batch, starting with a boxplot of the stimulus fragment, and followed by a boxplot of the ratings obtained for the randomly chosen songs. Here, we did not apply any data imputation procedures, so missing rating values were omitted. Applying the Kruskal-Wallis test to the ratings with a subsequent Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Difference Test, it turns out that at p < 0.05, the three stimulus fragment groups differ significantly from the three random fragment groups ( p ≈ 0). Thus, it can be concluded that stimulus fragments are rated differently from randomly chosen fragments, and, as our measures regarding ordering and ranking showed, that the stimulus fragments are clearly considered as better fits to the description than the random fragments.
Common elements: analysis of description responses
We now arrive at the essential focus of our work: investigating characteristics of the given contextual description responses. Given the amount of individual freedom we granted for these descriptions, analyzing and identifying such characteristics is not straightforward. Nonetheless, in this section we strive to provide deeper insights into them by addressing three questions:
1. Do common narrative elements emerge for a certain song, as soon as we receive a sufficient amount of contextual descriptions for it? 2. What types of common narrative elements can be identified in general for this type of description? 3. Are users capable of indicating why they chose particular scene descriptions for particular songs?
6.1 Many descriptions of the same music fragment To the worker respondents, the fragment strongly evokes dancing/party scenes. In terms of actors, the most frequently mentioned categories are couples/duos (37.5 %) and sole male protagonists (20 %). A majority of respondents (65 %) situates the described scene indoors. It is striking that the mentioned location categories are very strongly urban (91.43 %), and out of the 14 respondents who went as far as indicating a geographic location for the scene, 13 (92.86 %) situate the scene in the USA. 3. 'Origo Vitae' (47 qualified responses) was described by its composer as being "mysterious and intense". To the worker respondents, it evokes mysterious, unknown and sometimes unpleasant situations. The most frequently mentioned actor category is that of adventurers (c) ' Origo Vitae' Fig. 8 Word clouds for qualification fragment scene descriptions by qualified workers. Common English stop words were removed. In addition, the frequently occurring word 'scene' was removed from the word clouds, since it never occurred as an element of the actual scene (21.28 %). A majority of respondents (76.6 %) situates the described scene outdoors. In relative terms, this fragment evoked the largest number of geographic area responses (31 respondents), with 15 (49.38 %) of the respondents situating the scene in the Middle East.
Generalizing over more fragments: event structure
Already from the responses to our initial survey, we noted apparent agreement between respondents at the level of linguistic event structures. In particular, we identified four To verify the validity of these structure classes, we coded all responses belonging to the 54 music fragments that were also used in our ranking tasks, both from the initial survey run and the qualification-requiring description task. In doing this, we took the perspective of the protagonist at the narrative level that Bal [1] calls the fabula: the level consisting of the narrative as a pure chain of events, without any 'coloring' of it towards the audience. For 44 out of 54 fragments, a majority of respondents described a story of the same event structure class. For these cases, we studied the amount of agreement by framing the problem as a classification problem, in which the majority vote on the event structure class would be considered as the actual class. By counting actual class occurrences for every majority vote class, we can construct a 'confusion matrix' C, which for our fragments was where c m,n indicates the number of descriptions for event structure class n, when a majority of respondents described a story of event structure class m.
The most striking result is that class 1 frequently gets mixed with the other classes. This may be because of the way our descriptions were solicited: even when not feeling any goal to be pursued in the music, a respondent could still have been triggered by our questions such that a full story was conceived with a goal in it. However, this situation occurs much less the other way around. If a music fragment invokes a scene with a goal for the majority of respondents, this majority will be large. In addition, respondents are strongly agreeing on uncertainty of reaching a goal (classes 2 and 3).
In order to see how the classes are balanced if many responses are available for a song, we return to the qualification fragments again. The results are shown in Table 4 . For 'Mer Bleue Boogie', the most frequently occurring class is class 1, but similarly to the confusion matrix, we notice that this is no strong majority either. On the other hand, the other two fragments, in particular 'Exciting Trailer', do have a strong majority class. 'Origo Vitae', which was supposed to be a mystery fragment, has considerably more 'vague goals' (class 2) than the other fragments, or the general trend observed in the confusion matrix. The answer distribution over these categories is shown in Table 5 . As it turns out, and was hypothesized at the start of our work, respondents can generally not explain their description reasons at the level of Tagg's musical sign topology (constituted by categories 1-6), except in case of the kinetic anaphone category. At the same time, from an applicationoriented requirements elicitation perspective, it is good to see that the very individualistic category 11, and the uninformative category 12 only amount to <11 % of the represented categories. Three meta-categories stand out: [26] of indicating a character's psychology, and providing empathy to the viewer. These will be closely related to affective aspects. 3. Previously seen examples (categories 4, 6 and 10): knowledge of existing films and styles are steering the evocation directions, and workers are aware of this.
Further notions
There were two more aspects in the received descriptions that we found worth mentioning in this section. While these are currently anecdotical, they seem to conform to theories on cognition, expectation, and familiarity as, e.g., investigated by Huron [13] . As such, they show interesting opportunities for cross-disciplinary future work.
Cultural influences
Connotative meaning is largely built on cultural conventions. Overall, our results (which largely reflected Western mass media culture) showed good generalizability measures, indicating that characteristics of this culture are widely recognized, also by workers who are not from countries of this culture. However, there was one example in which culturally specific influences seem to be present: 'Origo Vitae'. While the Middle East was a popular geographical region, none of the 8 workers from India mentioned this, or any 'exoticism' at all. In music-theoretic terms, the piece features a lowered second degree in comparison to a harmonic major scale, which has grown to be an Arabic cliché in Western art music, but may not be recognized as such by others.
Major versus minor = happy versus sad
A common conception regarding the relation of musical keys to affective properties is that major keys imply positive feelings and minor keys negative feelings. In our survey responses, we observed a few situations in which this situation was more nuanced. For three quiet major-key songs, workers agreed on characterizing the song as positive to very positive. However, in the scenes described with it, feelings were mixed: e.g., Furthermore, there were two cases of minor-key silent film piano music, which were intended by the original composer as indeed belonging to negatively valenced scenes: "Short Theme in two tempos for your bad guy" and "this staccato piano piece is the tense setting for the classic silent film scene: the heroine is tied to the train tracks, the steam engine train plugging along towards her". However, workers do not feel this at all anymore, and rather trigger on the staccato piano playing style, which is considered as bright and uplifting: "Harry is bulky and brainless. He is always confused. Even if he wants to do the job in a way he feels proud off, he just cant (sic) make it. Poor thing", "A few young children are playing hide and seek". If any connections are made with existing movies, these are to comedy and slapstick genres (e.g., Laurel and Hardy, The Addams Family).
Conclusion and outlook
We presented a study of narrative multimedia descriptions that people connect to music fragments. In order to obtain a sizable number of participants to our study, we employed a crowdsourcing strategy for recruitment. As it turned out, running our highly open-ended task on a mainstream crowdsourcing platform did not present any disadvantages over a more controlled recruiting approach. In contrast, gathering input was more efficient, and there were no significant drawbacks in terms of user input quality.
When provided with earlier obtained descriptions, workers were able to reliably recognize the stimulus fragment that evoked the description. When multiple descriptions were gathered for the same music fragment, fragment-specific profiles emerge in terms of actor, location and story types. Based on the provided worker input, event structure classes that consider the absence or presence of a goal and the certainty of achieving this goal were deduced as a conceptual level at which different free-form worker descriptions will be generalizable. In most of the cases studied, there was a majority preference for an event structure class, and in case the preference considers a narrative involving a goal, this majority is strong. This suggests that automated analysis methods should be conceivable that can map to such goal-oriented classes.
For our current fragment ranking task, our experiments contained a stimulus fragment versus two randomly chosen fragments. This choice to randomly pick the alternative fragments was made to allow for an objective experimental situation, without any potential selection bias. Following the indications regarding salient narrative themes and event structures resulting from our description task, followup experiments are imagineable in which the fragment ranking task is repeated, but the alternative fragments are picked in a (semi-)supervised way, considering these findings from our description task.
As we found, workers are not very good at explaining their connotative associations in terms of musical characteristics. Nonetheless, their reports reveal sensitivity to associations between temporal development and musical movement, to affective and psychological effects, and to existing prototypical examples. Two remarks should be made here that need more investigation in the future: -As for the first self-reported association mechanism of temporal development and movement, the features on which workers trigger seem at a higher level than mere beat or tempo tracking (and related to sound timbre), but at a lower level than formal music structure analysis. -Future work in this area in the fields of affect and general learning should take into account that connotative associations may involve several signal-unrelated steps ("I enjoyed this piece of music. It seemed 80 s adn (sic) joyful, so that made me think of a romcom's ending. It seemed a little spacy and techy, so that made me think of Geek Romance"), and that, while consensus is reached on the general affective content of a music fragment, multiple layers of affect will get involved as soon as the multimedia context is involved ("I thought the music sounded kind of wistful, but on the same hand it also had some sense of pride in it").
Our approach to the problem took a cross-disciplinary view inspired by current thought in linguistics and musicology. For several decades, the field of musicology has already been acknowledging and studying the importance of connotative meaning, albeit not from a data-oriented perspective, avoiding any absolutist and positivist approaches. With the rise of the Social Web, we are currently able to take a dataoriented perspective that is not necessarily absolutist or positivist, but rather driven by cultural communities and, as we showed in this article, connotation-aware.
Our findings that the connotative connections between free-form and spontaneous descriptions of visual narrative and musical information are strong enough to be recognizable and generalizable open up new perspectives for multimediaoriented music querying and retrieval. Music queries in this context do not need to be confined to musical vocabulary, but can be constructed in a user-friendly narrative form created under consideration of the envisioned end result. Such queries constitute versatile and sophisticated multimedia messages, and, as our results suggest, the goal of deepening out the connotative layer underlying these messages is feasible to pursue in the near future.
